Nucleation of size calibrated three-dimensional nanodots in atomistic model of strained epitaxy: a Monte Carlo study.
We introduce a simple model of strained epitaxy to study the growth of coherent several-monolayers-high nanoislands at low coverage. The size mismatch between the substrate (which is assumed to be rigid and passive) and the growing overlayer is modelled by the hard-sphere interaction between the adatoms. In the case of positive misfit the sphere diameter is larger than the substrate lattice parameter. Elastic interactions are described within the harmonic approximation to the substrate potential in the vicinity of the deposition sites. With additional attractive interaction between the nearest neighbour atoms the model exhibited the growth of miniature nanoislands of several morphologies with their kinetics similar to those found in real quantum dot (QD) systems. The 3D QDs exhibited narrow distributions of their heights, diameters and volumes in qualitative agreement with experimental observations.